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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user has setup a VPC with CIDR 20.0.0.0/16. The VPC has a
private subnet (20.0.1.0/24. and a public
subnet (20.0.0.0/24.. The user's data centre has CIDR of
20.0.54.0/24 and 20.1.0.0/24. If the private subnet wants to
communicate with the data centre, what will happen?
A. It will allow traffic with data centre on CIDR 20.1.0.0/24
but does not allow on 20.0.54.0/24
B. It will not allow traffic with data centre on CIDR
20.1.0.0/24 but allows traffic communication on 20.0.54.0/24
C. It will allow traffic communication on both the CIDRs of the
data centre
D. It will not allow traffic communication on any of the data
centre CIDRs

Answer: A
Explanation:
VPC allows the user to set up a connection between his VPC and
corporate or home network data centre. If the user has an IP
address prefix in the VPC that overlaps with one of the
networks' prefixes, any traffic to the network's prefix is
dropped. In this case CIDR 20.0.54.0/24 falls in the VPC's CIDR
range of 20.0.0.0/16. Thus, it will not allow traffic on that
IP. In the case of 20.1.0.0/24, it does not fall in the VPC's
CIDR range. Thus, traffic will be allowed on it.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are migrating a cluster from MApReduce version 1 (MRv1) to
MapReduce version 2 (MRv2) on YARN. You want to maintain your
MRv1 TaskTracker slot capacities when you
migrate. What should you do/
A. Configure yarn.nodemanager.resource.memory-mb and
yarn.nodemanager.resource.cpu-vcores to match the capacity you
require under YARN for each NodeManager
B. Configure mapred.tasktracker.map.tasks.maximum and
mapred.tasktracker.reduce.tasks.maximum ub yarn-site.xml to
match your cluster's capacity set by the
yarn-scheduler.minimum-allocation
C. You don't need to configure or balance these properties in
YARN as YARN dynamically balances resource management
capabilities on your cluster
D. Configure yarn.applicationmaster.resource.memory-mb and
yarn.applicationmaster.resource.cpu-vcores so that
ApplicationMaster container allocations match the capacity you
require.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Pete, an employee, is terminated from the company and the legal
department needs documents from his encrypted hard drive. Which
of the following should be used to
accomplish this task? (Select TWO).
A. Public key
B. Key escrow
C. Private hash
D. CRL
E. Recovery agent
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
B: If an employee leaves and we need access to data he has
encrypted, we can use the key recovery agent to retrieve his
decryption key. We can use this recovered key to access the
data. A key recovery agent is an entity that has the ability to
recover a key, key components, or plaintext messages as needed.

As opposed to escrow, recovery agents are typically used to
access information that is encrypted with older keys.
D: If a key need to be recovered for legal purposes the key
escrow can be used. Key escrow addresses the possibility that a
third party may need to access keys. Under the conditions of
key escrow, the keys needed to encrypt/decrypt data are held in
an escrow account (think of the term as it relates to home
mortgages) and made available if that third party requests
them. The third party in question is generally the government,
but it could also be an employer if an employee's private
messages have been called into question.
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